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Alan Ayckbourn—Playwright
2015 marks Alan’s 54th year as a theatre director and his 56th 
as a playwright. He has spent his life in theatre, rarely if ever 
tempted by television or film, which perhaps explains why 
he continues to be so prolific. To date he has written 79 
plays—his latest, Hero's Welcome, will premiere during the 
Stephen Joseph Theatre's 60th anniversary celebrations in 
2015—and his work has been translated into over 35 
languages, is performed on stage and television throughout 
the world and has won countless awards.

Major successes include: Relatively Speaking, How the Other 
Half Loves, Absurd Person Singular, Bedroom Farce, A Chorus 
of Disapproval and The Norman Conquests. In the past four 

years, there have been revivals of Season's Greetings and A Small Family Business at 
the National Theatre and, in the West End, productions of Absent Friends, A Chorus of 
Disapproval and Relatively Speaking. This year marks the 50th anniversary of his first West 
End production, Mr Whatnot.

In 2009, he retired as artistic director of the Stephen Joseph, where almost all his plays 
have been and continue to be first staged. In June of 2014, an extremely successful visit 
of the SJT Ayckbourn Ensemble company to the Brits-off-Broadway Festival at 59E59 
Theaters, New York, staging his two new 2013 plays Arrivals & Departures and Farcicals, 
and a revival of his 1992 play Time Of My Life attracted uniformly excellent reviews; 
Arrivals & Departures being included in Time Magazine’s Top Ten Productions of the Year 
whilst also receiving an enthusiastic salute from The New York Times.

In recent years, he has been inducted into American Theatre’s Hall of Fame, received the 
2010 Critics’ Circle Award for Services to the Arts and became the first British playwright 
to receive both Olivier and Tony Special Lifetime Achievement Awards. He was knighted 
in 1997 for services to the theatre.

About The Norman Conquests
Arguably the most famous of Alan Ayckbourn’s plays and certainly amongst the most 
successful,  The Norman Conquests  are an early landmark in Alan Ayckbourn’s writing 
career.

Yet for something that is regarded as a milestone in 20th century British theatre, the 
plays had a surprisingly pedestrian origin. In September 1972, in the aftermath of 
the success of  Absurd Person Singular  at the  Library Theatre, Scarborough, a reporter 
for a local newspaper (the precise publication being lost to time) asked Alan what he 
planned to write next. Rather flippantly Alan replied he was thinking of writing a trilogy 
as apparently he couldn't think of anything else to say; he did not mention this plan to 
any other publication and an end of season report in The Stage quotes Alan as saying 
he would write a new play—no mention of a trilogy—for the following summer. Alan 
thought nothing more of it until the unidentified newspaper in question ran a story in 
March 1973, while he was away in London, stating his next project would be a trilogy. 
A panicked call from the Library Theatre—totally unaware of this development—
enquired whether this was true. After a brief consideration, Alan decided it wasn’t such 
a bad idea and began writing his first trilogy.

In a sense, the inspiration for  The Norman Conquests  was not only the challenge it 
posed to write and direct a trilogy, but also to provide a success and a challenge for the 
Scarborough company which would also satisfy all audiences whether they came to see 
one, two or three plays.

The reality of writing a trilogy was even more complex than it first appeared as 
paramount in Alan’s mind was not only writing three plays which worked together, but 
that were—in essence—independent of each other and that could be seen in any order 
and not necessarily with either of the other two plays. Alan was well aware the plays 
would dominate the Library Theatre’s summer season and that the theatre relied on 
tourists who might not necessarily be inclined to spend three nights of their holiday at 
the theatre and who might be put off by the thought of seeing a trilogy. As a result, the 
trilogy nature of the plays was not emphasised nor that ultimate satisfaction required 
seeing all three productions. This is most obvious in the fact the trilogy did not have an 
over-arching name for the original production. The title of The Norman Conquests would 
come later in London, in the meantime the only overt reference to the trilogy was the 
note: “A weekend view of the Norman Conquest” carried in each programme alongside 
a programme note by Alan simply explaining the concept of the trilogy.

The plays were written simultaneously over a week in May 1973 with Alan writing each 
play cross-wise (i.e. all the scenes ones after each other, then all of the scenes twos etc.)

Source: Alan Ayckbourn's official website www.alanayckbourn.net.



John P. Kelly—Director
SevenThirty is ten years old! It only seems like yesterday 
since John landed in this great land. Actually, it is eleven 
years since that time. One year later, still looking for work 
and failing to find a scrap, he created his own production 
company dedicated primarily to modern Irish Theatre.

Time has flown by and, around thirty productions later, the 
company has amassed a load of awards from the theatre 
critics in the city, not to mention some recognition from 
the Rideaus. Nowadays, for financial reasons in this cash-
strapped Art, the company mainly does co-productions. 
For the moment—and long may it last—his home is 
The Gladstone and he is grateful to Plosive Productions for 

partnering with him for another great Alan Ayckbourn work.

And next March? Well, watch out… he has another blockbuster planned.

Ten years on—there are so many people to thank. But he will do that personally.

Cast
AL Connors—Norman
A big fan of playing at The Gladstone, AL's thrilled to be a part of this 
project. Recently, AL has sound designed Mi Casa Theatre's Wolf Child 
and Thunk! Theatre's Far & Near & Here; he Sound/Projection/Directed 
Parry Riposte's Much Ado About Feckin' Pirates at undercurrents and 
the Toronto Festival of Clowns; he Sound/Projection/Directed/Co-
wrote a Company of Fools' Shipwrecked! at the GCTC; and performed 
in the Fools' 25th anniversary season's The Comedy of Errors. As an 
improviser, he played at the Montreal and Combustion (Toronto) 
improv festivals and in Crush Improv's Spotlight On… at the Ottawa 
Fringe Festival. All of this was in the last twelve months (AL's enjoyed 
a good year)! Previous SevenThirty credits include Noises Off and The 
39 Steps.

Michelle LeBlanc—Annie
Michelle is an Ottawa-based actor and voice artist. This past 
year has been her busiest yet: in addition to her Gladstone 
appearance in  Two  (100th  Monkey), she travelled to Lacombe, 
Alberta for The Ladies Foursome (Cow Patti Theatre) as well as being 
featured in Light (TACTICS), The Secret Life of Emily Frances (Cleopatra 
Conspiracy) and  GUN-set Boulevard  (Eddie May). This will be her 
third—and fourth, and fifth!—Alan Ayckbourn play directed by 
John P. Kelly, having appeared in The Gladstone’s inaugural How the 
Other Half Loves, and also Absurd Person Singular  (SevenThirty). She 
is a two-time Prix Rideau Award nominee, receiving the Emerging 
Artist Award for  The Good Father  (SevenThirty), her first of many 
collaborations with J.P.K.

Julie Le Gal—Ruth
Julie has performed, created and directed theatre in the US, Germany 
and Canada. After studying the Michael Chekhov and Rudolf 
Steiner techniques in New York, she worked there with Actors’ 
Ensemble for many years, and in Berlin, throughout Germany, and 
in Hungary. In  Canada, Julie has performed in various theatres in 
Toronto, Vancouver, Edmonton and Ottawa, has been seen on screen 
in features and shorts, series and MOWs. She is currently in post-
production for her first documentary film (Die Faehre), preparing for 
her second, and is grateful for this romp with seriously amorous sillies.

Margo MacDonald—Sarah
Margo is very pleased to be working with John P. Kelly once 
again. She was previously directed by him in Iron, and Fly Me 
to the Moon (for both of which she won a Rideau Award for 
Outstanding Performance), and Noises Off. She was last seen 
onstage at the Ottawa Fringe Festival in the multi award-winning 
smash hit The Elephant Girls, which she also wrote. Other recent 
performances include: Much Ado About Feckin’ Pirates! (Parry 
Riposte); Age of Arousal (Bear & Co.); Goodnight Desdemona (Good 
Morning Juliet) (GCTC); Pomme & ‘Restes: Shipwrecked! (a Company 
of Fools); and The Penelopiad (Citadel Theatre, Edmonton).

Steve Martin—Reg
As the owner of The Gladstone Steve not only produced 16 shows 
including How the Other Half Loves, Noises Off, Shirley Valentine, 
Glengarry Glen Ross and most recently, I'm Not Jewish But My Mother 
Is (which he also wrote). He has also performed in several; November, 
Italian American Reconciliation, The Radio Show and Noises Off, 
perhaps his fondest and most memorable role in which he had the 
great pleasure of working with his current fellow cast-mates Margo 
MacDonald, AL Connors, Michelle LeBlanc and director John P. Kelly. 
Performing is what keeps Steve’s heart beating. Enjoy the show.

David Whiteley—Tom
David is delighted to be part of this epic adventure. Earlier this year 
he performed in Mozart & Salieri in Vancouver, Venus in Fur here at 
The  Gladstone, and Frankie and Johnny in the Clair de Lune with 
Ottawa’s Vacant House Theatre. Next he’ll be behind the scenes 
for Winnie-the-Pooh, coming to The Gladstone in December, while 
performing in Anne and Gilbert at the NAC.  In 2016, David returns to 
The Gladstone to direct Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike to close 
the season.  Thanks to all lovers (in whatever sense of the word) who, 
like Norman, “would very much like to make you happy.”



Production Team
Richard Cliff—Stage and Production Manager
Richard is an Ottawa-based stage manager, production manager 
and arts administrator. He is proud to have worked for such diverse 
organizations as the National Arts Centre, Magnetic North Theatre 
Festival, Canada Council for the Arts, Gwaandak Theatre, Native 
Earth Performing Arts and Buddies in Bad Times Theatre. Favourite 
productions include Greg MacArthur’s Snowman directed by Peter 
Hinton for Montreal’s Imago Theatre, Daniel David Moses’ Almighty 
Voice and His Wife directed by Michael Greyeyes for Toronto’s Native 
Earth Performing Arts and Tim Luscombe’s PIG directed by Brendan 
Healy for Toronto’s Buddies in Bad Times Theatre. The Norman 
Conquests marks Richard’s first production with SevenThirty and 
Plosive Productions.

Nicolas Alain—Assistant Director
Nicolas is an Ottawa-based director and is thrilled to be working 
with John once again; having last assisted him on My Brilliant 
Divorce (SevenThirty). Other assistant directing credits include 
The Importance of Being Earnest (NAC), A Midsummer Night's Dream 
(St. Lawrence Shakespeare Festival), and Speed-The-Plow (Plosive). 
Directing credits include Urinetown (FTX productions), A Very Little 
Christmas Play (Vintage Stock) and Immolation, Foundations, and 
Morning Star as the former artistic director of Here be Dragons. 
In his free time, Nicolas works at the front desk of Arts Court and as 
a  karaoke host with Dog and Pony Sound.

Vanessa Imeson—Costume Design
Vanessa is a Theatre Artist holding a combined BA Honours degree 
in Dramatic Art and English from the University of Windsor, MFA in 
Theatre Design from the University of British Columbia and diploma 
for Makeup Design for Film and Television from Vancouver Film 
School. Based in Ottawa, Vanessa designs costumes, make-up, wigs 
and puppets for theatre across Canada while simultaneously acting 
as Head of Wardrobe for the GCTC's 2014/15 season. She enjoys 
collecting odd buttons and other people’s family photographs.  You 
can view her work at vanessaimeson.com

David Magladry—Set and Lighting Design
David Magladry has been a professional Lighting and Set 
Designer for over 20 years working in theatre, television, museum 
exhibitions and special events. His clients include SevenThirty 
Productions, Plosive Productions, The Great Canadian Theatre 
Company, Algonquin College Theatre Department, Classic Theatre, 
The Canadian Museum of History, The Canadian War Museum, CBC, 
BBC and Rogers Television. David is Resident Lighting Designer 
for John P. Kelly’s SevenThirty Productions, as well is the Resident 
Lighting Designer and Technical Director for The Avalon Theatre.

Steven Lafond—Sound Design
Steven has been studying the art of music since the age of seven and 
presently works as a professional composer and sound designer here 
in Ottawa. He is also the founder and executive producer of Magic 
Studio Productions, producing theatrical productions, promoting 
entertainment and creating sound and music for film and theatre. 
Some of his select theatre and film credits include: Clooowns! (Randy 
Smith Filmworks), The End of Civilization (Same Day Theatre), Stuff 
Happens (NAC English Theatre), The Rocky Horror Show and Hedwig 
and The Angry Inch (Vanity Project Productions), Game of Bones 
(Eddie May Mysteries), Spyfall (Brett Kelly Entertainment), This Is War 
and Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet) (GCTC).

Jess Preece—Props Design
Jess is a Stage Manager and Designer based in Ottawa. Past credits 
include Apprentice Stage Manager for Cosi Fan Tutti (Center for 
Opera Studies in Italy), Apprentice Stage Manager for Re: Union 
(Horseshoes and Hand Grenades Theatre), Apprentice Stage 
Manager for The Magic Flute (Opera Lyra). Jess is happy to be back 
building props with Plosive on this conquest of grand proportions, 
and hopes you love Norman as much as she does!

Lydia Talajic—Assistant Stage Manager
Lydia is very excited to be back at The Gladstone working with Plosive 
Productions on these cool shows! She is currently in her second year 
at Algonquin College, studying Theatre Arts. Recent work includes: 
The Melville Boys (Black Sheep Theatre), The End of Civilization (Same 
Day Theatre), and Freezing (Matt and Sarah Cassidy). When she isn't 
behind the scenes, you can find Lydia looking up memes and cat 
pictures on the internet. She would like to thank her family, friends, 
and amazing professors for all their support in this theatre journey.





LATER THIS YEAR FROM PLOSIVE…


